
The Peplink Balance multi-WAN router delivers unbreakable VPN, 
SpeedFusion™ bandwidth bonding and a host of other innovative 
technologies that let you take control of your WAN and improve 
Internet connectivity, all with one easy-to-manage device.

Connect up to 13 Links from multiple providers 
Connect any combination of DSL, cable, 4G LTE , and 3G links – up to 13 of them, from any ISP for anytime, anywhere 
connectivity. Whatever mix of connections you choose, the Balance intelligently distributes network traffic over all links 
connected anywhere on the network. You can also customize traffic flow and service availability with outbound policies 
and inbound load balancing settings, so you’re always in control. And with the Balance’s instant, automatic failover 
between links, you’re always online, too.

Reduce MPLS costs up to 90% 
With the Balance and SpeedFusion, you can bond multiple links connected anywhere on your network for VPNs that 
can add speed and reliability to expensive MPLS deployments or replace them entirely. Because you can combine 
a variety of affordable DSL, MPLS, cellular, and other WAN links into one secure, high-bandwidth tunnel, you get 
unprecedented reliability and performance while saving big on connectivity costs.

SpeedFusion-powered unbreakable VPN 
The Balance can bond affordable DSL, cable, cellular, and other WAN links into a single secure and fast VPN tunnel 
using SpeedFusion technology. Packet-level failover across WANs within VPN tunnels is instant and seamless, so your 
voice calls and RDP sessions won’t be interrupted when the Balance automatically switches between connections.

Monitor AP usage report and create guest hotspot easily from your Balance 
Our AP Controller makes it easy to manage your wireless network from a convenient, intuitive user interface built right 
into your Balance. You can easily manage your AP with graphical usage reports, and detailed event logs. Setting 
up a guest hotspot? The Balance’s included captive portal and splash screen help you provide a secure, fast, and 
customised internet experience for everyone.

Enjoy wired reliability without the wires 
SpeedFusion bonds cellular connections from multiple providers, continuously monitoring link connectivity and 
automatically switching to healthy connections in the event of link failure. meaning your network stays up and running.

Do More on the road with SpeedFusion. 
The speed, reliability and security delivered by SpeedFusion open up a wide range of new mobile VPN applications in 
demanding, mission-critical fields, such as newscasting and public safety. In addition, transferring large files, such as 
those generated by digital production, photography, and POS activities, becomes practical and profitable wherever your 
mobile workforce roams.

Optimal configuration for ENG applications
Peplink SFM-CAM-VM on JVC CONNECTED CAM or ProHD camcorders via SpeedFusion technology to the Balance 
router BPL210. BPL210 can handle 2 pairs of SpeedFusion VPN connections, which can be increased via licence up 
to 5 pairs of connections. For larger systems, other models of Balance router are available. JVC offers the BPL210 in a 
bundle with the SFM-CAM-VM. Please note: to use the BPL210 you need to have a dedicated network infrastructure.
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